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Linda V. Neiman, Ph.D.
Create a Name Post

Favorite Book

Favorite Past-time

Favorite Food

Name

Title/Position

� Silently share your Name Posts and make three 

connections  between yourself and other 
participants.  For example, you might like the 

same food.

� Communicate your connections silently, using 
non-verbal language.

� Direct students to boldly print their names 

including 3-5 graphics about themselves.

� Ask students to share their tent with the class.

� Or have students find a partner and share. 
Partners will introduce each other to the class.

� Do a silent  “Student Search” using name 

tents. 

� Use as a ticket out. Use their name and one of 

their interests as you say goodbye. “Thanks 
John. I’m a sports fan too.”

� Staple to a bulletin board to create a collage 
of students’ names and favorites.

� Use when you have a visiting speaker.

� Use the name tents to quickly take 

attendance.

� Use name tents to rearrange seating or to set 

up for a special lesson. 

� Place in your sub folder.
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� Surviving to Thriving Blog 

http://survivingtothriving.wordpress.com/presen
tations-workshops-and-conferences/

� A Reflective Log is simply a site for you to record 

your responses, observations, and notes during 
this workshop.  Logs are your personal records 

and are not collected.  Doodle at will!

� List three things you might want to know 

about your students’ interests.

� Three ways for you to introduce yourself to your 

students…

� iLyrics

� Me in a Bag

� BioPoint

� Song lyrics are used to describe something about 

yourself.  

� Using clips from song or song titles allows 
students to learn about their teacher in a fun and 

relaxing way.

� Modeling silly and creative ways to describe 
something or someone demands higher order 

thinking skills.

Ms. Fontanini Song Scramble

I keep my life on a 

heavy rotation
Requesting that 

it's lifting you 

up, up, up 
and away

And over to a table 

at the 
Gratitude Cafe

Ain't about how fast I get there.

Ain't about what's waiting on the other side.   

It's the climb…
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When I see your face

There's not a thing 

that I would change

'Cause you're amazing

Just the way you are

I CAN SEE CLEARLY 

NOW THE RAIN IS GONE
I CAN SEE ALL OBSTACLES IN MY WAY

GONE ARE THE DARK CLOUDS 

THAT HAD ME DOWN
IT'S GONNA BE A BRIGHT , 

BRIGHT SUN SHINY DAY

Ain't about how fast I get there

Ain't about what's waiting on the 
other side.    It's the climb

When I see your face

There's not a thing that I would change
'Cause you're amazing

Just the way you are

I keep my life on 

a heavy rotation
Requesting that 

it's lifting you 
up, up, up and 

away
And over to a 

table at the 
Gratitude Cafe

THEME:  Moving from Surviving to Thriving in the 
Classroom as a beginning teacher

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eim5jLlEPYI

� I will survive . . . . .with a little help from my 

friends (Beatles)

� I will survive. . . . .because I feel good, huh, and I 
knew that I would (James Brown)

� I will survive. . . . .on the Edge of Glory (Lady 

Gaga)

� Let students create one about themselves

Linda
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� Model first day of school

� Students will do over the first two weeks of 

school

� See handout for directions and letter to parents 
on blog.

� My Family

� My Hobbies

� My Passions

My Family

My favorite things to 

do…

My passions…

� I have visited all 50 states.

� I can wiggle my nose.

� I have crossed the Mississippi River on every 

bridge and ferry from Dubuque, Iowa, to the 
mouth of the Mississippi in Louisiana.

� I am three handshakes away from President 

Obama.

� I can drive stick shift.
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� Students create their own BioPoints based on 

prompts generated from the teacher.

� Share five to seven student BioPoints per day 
during the first week of school.

� Students can create computer generated 

BioPoints using pictures and graphics  or paper 
poster BioPoints.

� Pictures with or without words.

� List facts or things about who you are that you 

might want to share with your students.

� Turn to an elbow partner and share.

� Read the quote at the top of your Reflective Log.

� Form a group with the participants who have the 

same quote as you do.

� Browning Quote:  Neiman

� Roosevelt Quote:  Jennifer

� James Quote:  Linda

� Student Search--Jennifer

� Building the Brick Wall--Linda

� Reader/Writer/Mathematician in Me--Neiman

� Form a trio where each participant has a 

different quote.

� Each participant shares the strategy with the 
other two participants in the trio.

� Which strategy do you think your students would  

like best and how would you use it in your 
classroom?
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� Number of prompts

� Less words—more graphics/pictures

� Types of prompts

� Format of activity sheets

� Grouping facilitates group activities

� Novelty grabs students’ attention

� Grouping techniques can reinforce content 

vocabulary and content

� Saves time

� Adds fun

� Builds relationships among students

� Craft Sticks

� Colored Paper or index cards with stickers, 

quotes, vocabulary words…

� Coded activity sheets

� Playing Cards

� Novelty items…buttons, game pieces, dominoes

� What are your experiences with creating group 

norms, expectations, and/or rules personally and 
in your classrooms?

� With an elbow partner, share your experiences.

� Creates a positive learning climate/ 

professional learning community

� Creates an operating system for groups

� Increases productivity and learning

� Provides means for conflict resolution

� Forming…the way in which groups or classes 

form is influenced by the norms set 

� Norming…norms allow for introductions, 

operating, community building, and conflict 
resolution

� Storming…norms provide the means to 
resolve conflicts that will arise
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� How do student-generated norms build 

classroom community?

� Effective teachers focus on  learning needs of 

students to determine their instructional 
approach (Ding & Sherman, 2006).

� Proactively teach positive social skills:  How to 

make friends, how to give compliments, what to 
do if someone teases you or hurts your feelings.  

Don’t wait for negative things to happen (Sapon-
Shevin, 2008,  p. 51).

� In saying that a classroom or school is a 

community, then, I mean that it is a place in 
which students feel cared about and are 

encouraged to care about each other.  They 
experience a sense of being valued and 

respected; the children matter to one another 
and to the teacher (Kohn, 2006, p. 101).

� The master teacher is deliberate in establishing a 

functioning learning community by devoting 
time and energy to building relationships.  The 

relationship between the teacher and the 
student is perhaps the most significant piece of 

the learning equation, followed closely by the 
relationship among students (Carpenter, 

Fontanini, & Neiman, 2010, p. 80).

�3 words that describe your reaction to what we 

did today

�2 things you will share with a colleague

�1 thing you will try with your students

� Look on the last page of the Reflective Log.  If 

you have this symbol on that page, you win a 
copy of From Surviving to Thriving:  Mastering the 

Art of the Elementary Classroom.
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Master teachers are not born; they 

become.  They become primarily by 
developing a habit of mind, a way of 
looking critically at the work they do; 

by developing the courage to 
recognize faults, and by struggling 
to improve.  

Dianne L. Common


